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Introduction 

In everyday social interactions, people share much of their personal 
experiences through storytelling (e.g., Labov and Waletzky 1967; 
Jefferson 1978; Norrick 2000; Georgakopoulou 2007). As a result, 
conversational storytelling forms a natural locus for affective stance 
displays and negotiations as the teller’s (or the primary speaker’s) emotive 
involvement in the narrated events – manifested and made interpretable 
as affective stance displays – makes a display of affective stance on the 
part of the co-participant in interactions in the role of the story recipient 
(or the primary listener) locally relevant (e.g., Sacks 1974; Selting 2010; 
Couper-Kuhlen 2012; Ruusuvuori and Peräkylä 2009). Affective stance 
displays in talk-in-interaction are realized as situated performances 
constructed by means of various combinations of multi-semiotic 
(multimodal) resources that need to be interpreted with respect to their 
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sequential position in the unfolding turns, actions, and activities (e.g., 
Goodwin and Goodwin 2001; Goodwin 2007; Keisanen 2007; Local and 
Walker 2008; Couper-Kuhlen 2009; Du Bois and Kärkkäinen 2012; 
Peräkylä and Sorjonen 2012). 

Stories thus need recipients to ratify them as stories and their 
producers as tellers and to engage in the process of negotiation of their 
meaning with the tellers. Therefore, on the structural level of friendly 
interactions, preferred responding actions (in a conversation analytic 
sense) are those that align, i.e., provide support to the ongoing activity, in 
terms of its organization and participation framework (Stivers 2008; 
Stivers et al., 2011). On the affective or social level of friendly 
interactions, preferred (expected and actively sought) responding actions 
are those which construct affiliation with the teller by “display[ing] 
support of and endors[ing] the tellers conveyed stance” (Stivers 2008, 35), 
being “maximally pro-social when they match the prior speaker’s 
evaluative stance, displaying empathy and/or cooperating with the 
preference of the prior action” (Stivers et al. 2011, 21; cf. Lindström and 
Sorjonen 2013). While it is possible, in theory, to make a rather clear-cut 
distinction between the two concepts, actual responding actions typically 
“involve a close interplay (and selection) between the two” (Lee and 
Tanaka 2016, 4). 

Accordingly, story recipients are by definition active participants in 
the storytelling activity, and their interactional behavior – ranging from 
silence to kinesic resources to various vocalizations to a vast array of 
possible verbal responses – is not only constrained by the type of the 
initiating actions and preference organization but also significantly 
influences the co-participants’ behavior and the establishment and 
management of rapport (e.g., Hayashi et al., 2002; Norrick 2008, 2010; 
Tolins and Fox Tree 2014; Kaukomaa et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, research indicates that storytelling and listening styles are 
culture and language specific (see, e.g., Haviland 1977, 228, quoted in 
Goodwin 1986, 206; Blum-Kulka 1993) as well as indexical of gender, age, 
and the communicative situation, such as the level of formality (e.g., 
Tanaka 2004). Therefore, studying how people ‘do listenership’ helps us 
understand how they work together to construct social actions and 
relationships. 
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Although, as briefly reviewed in the following section, a number of 
researchers have explored the responding actions in various types of 
spoken interaction, the responding actions on social media have so far 
escaped similarly oriented scholarly attention. While in spoken 
interactions, personal tellings (conversational storytelling or informing 
sequences) can be realized as multi-unit turns-at-talk during which one 
participant assumes the role of a primary speaker and the others that of 
primary listeners (e.g., Schegloff 2007), on social media such as Facebook, 
which I decided to focus on in this study, telling sequences can be 
realized, for instance, through status updates and corresponding 
comments (e.g., Page 2012; Farina 2015). Whereas the recipients of a 
telling in spoken interactions produce various responding actions 
throughout the primary speaker’s extended turn-at-talk and upon the 
completion of the telling typically engage with the primary speaker in the 
story reception sequences (Jefferson 1978), due to the predominantly 
asynchronous nature of communication on Facebook timeline, the 
recipients of a telling on Facebook are usually able to produce their 
responding actions only after the telling has been completed.  

Facebook, in its original (individual-oriented) use, is a prime example 
of a ‘friendship social networking site,’ encouraging people “to stay 
connected with friends and family, to discover what’s going on in the 
world, and to share and express what matters to them” (Facebook 
Newsroom 2016). Sharing various kinds of personal experience stories 
and informings and responding to the tellings posted by one’s Facebook 
friends in such a way so as to promote social solidarity and enhance one’s 
relationships form two of the core activities individual Facebook users 
regularly engage in. Consequently, as posting of a personal telling in a 
form of a status update constitutes a sequence-initiating action that is 
constructed to elicit affiliating comments as responding actions on the 
part of one’s Facebook friends, disaffiliating responses are highly 
uncommon, and the interactions initiated by a status update consisting of 
a personal telling represent an environment in which affiliation figures 
prominently.  

In order to start exploring how affiliation works in such an 
environment, I studied young Japanese people’s interactions on Facebook 
with a view to finding out what interactional and lexico-grammatical 
resources they regularly deploy in responding actions to personal tellings 
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posted as status updates so as to achieve affiliation with the teller (i.e., the 
status updater). In particular, to limit the scope of this paper and, in a 
way, to follow up on the research done on spoken interaction, I focused 
on recurrent linguistic patterns which seem to form short responding 
action formats commonly deployed by young Japanese people to 
construct their responding actions as affiliating in the studied interactional 
and social context (cf. ‘social action formats’ in Fox 2007).  

 
 

Brief Overview of the Research on Short Responding Actions 

Although non-verbal and visual listener behavior—such as facial 
expressions, head nods, body position, laughing, and sighing—has been 
attracting growing attention over the recent years (e.g., Goodwin 2000; 
Hoey 2004; Haakana 2010; Peräkylä and Ruusuvuori 2012), most research 
on listener behavior has focused on brief vocal and verbal responding 
actions in other than question-answer sequences (see Gardner (2001) and 
Sorjonen (2001) for reviews). As individual researchers use various terms 
and methods and subsume different phenomena under their definitions, 
their findings are hardly comparable. Some of the most widely used labels 
include backchannels, (minimal and non-minimal) response tokens, 
addressee/listener feedback, and reactive tokens.  

In addition, studies on Japanese conversational behavior often use the 
term aizuchi (e.g., Ohama 2006; Kita and Ide 2007b), which, however, 
also has a plethora of definitions, with no agreement on its scope. 
Moreover, some researchers suggest that aizuchi function differently from 
their counterparts in other languages, most notably because of the fact 
that the co-participants in interaction were found to commonly engage in 
aizuchi ‘loop sequences,’ which clearly shows that aizuchi do not pertain 
solely to the domain of the listener (e.g., Iwasaki 1997; Kita and Ide 
2007a; Kogure 2007). Leaving aside how problematic they often are from 
the methodological point of view, comparative studies of Japanese 
listener behavior usually vis-à-vis English native speakers’ listener 
behavior point out further characteristics of Japanese short responding 
actions, such as their specific placement, great variability, and high 
frequency and repetition index (e.g., White 1989; Maynard 1990, 1997; 
Clancy et al., 1996; Ward and Tsukahara 2000; Fujii 2008). 
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Short responding actions can fulfill diverse interactional and social 
functions, including but not limited to those of conversational-floor-
yielding continuers (e.g., Schegloff 1982), assessments (e.g., Goodwin 
1986), acknowledgement tokens (e.g., Drummond and Hopper 1993), 
change-of-state tokens (e.g., Heritage 1984), markers of agreement (e.g., 
Tanaka 2016), engagement tokens (e.g., O’Keeffe and Adolphs 2008), and 
markers of strong emotional response (e.g., Maynard 1986). However, as 
many recent studies on such items as English mm (Gardner 2001), Finnish 
joo and niin (Sorjonen 2001), Japanese hee (Mori 2006) and eh (Hayashi 
2009), or German oh (Golato 2012) in responding actions show, the 
individual items are highly multifunctional and their local functions 
crucially depend on their sequential placement, turn-constructional 
environment, and phonetic and prosodic realization. Consequently, a 
responding action used in a certain context to achieve affiliation cannot 
be expected to automatically produce the same result if any of its 
component parts differed or if used in any other context. 

 
 

The Data 

The findings presented in this paper draw on the data collected as part of 
my ongoing research project, grounded in interactional linguistics 
(Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 2001) and investigate the face-to-face and 
online conversational interactions of young Japanese people who consider 
themselves to be friends. For the present paper, I focused on the 
interactions that took place on Facebook timelines of 40 study 
participants between spring 2015 and summer 2016. In particular, I 
studied status updates (as initiating actions) involving a telling or multiple 
tellings and the corresponding commenting sections, consisting of other 
users’ comments (as responding actions and potentially also initiating 
actions), often followed by the status updater’s comments (as follow-up 
actions and/or responding actions, and potentially also initiating actions) 
and so on. Not all status updates function as tellings and not all users 
sanction the status updates that others respond to as tellings in a way 
showing their orientation to them as tellings (e.g., by posting aita::i!!, ‘I 
miss you::!!,’ as a response to a telling about one going to a new café). 
Only those responding actions, which are oriented toward the initiating 
action as to a telling were considered. In addition, to ensure consistency 
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with respect to the participation framework, only those status updates 
that were not addressed to specific users and only the interactions 
involving the users who did not act as characters in the tellings they 
responded to were taken into consideration. 

At the time of the data collection, on the Japanese language version 
of Facebook, the users were prompted to update their status by the 
question Ima nani shiteru? (‘What are you doing right now?’), while the 
English version read What’s on your mind? The software allows the status 
updaters to decide on the visibility of their posts, ranging from public to 
just oneself.  The status updates used in this study were either public or 
semi-public, restricted to the status updaters’ Facebook friends. When 
posting status updates, users can use predefined formats to specify their 
content and the circumstances of their posting, which in effect can 
sometimes function in a way akin to story prefaces. When responding to 
status updates or comments, users are not limited to posting a comment, 
but can also press the ‘like button,’ which currently offers seven reaction 
options: ii ne (‘[that’s so] good/nice/great [isn’t it?]!’), chō ii ne (‘[that’s] 
really good/nice/great [isn’t it?]!’), ukeru ne (‘[that’s so] funny [isn’t it?]!’), 
sugoi ne (‘[that’s] awesome/amazing/impressive [isn’t it?]!’), kanashii ne 
(‘[that’s so] sad [isn’t it?]!’), and hidoi ne (‘[that’s] awful/terrible [isn’t 
it?]!’) in the Japanese language version and like, love, haha, wow, sad, and 
angry, respectively, in the English language version. Interestingly, the 
Japanese options are formulated as emphatic short responding actions 
that are commonly used in everyday conversational interactions, whereas 
the English version contains only two forms (haha, wow) that could be 
employed as responding actions in other contexts. While commenting is a 
more active form of a response, the ‘like button’ option is extremely 
popular, arguably because of forming the most convenient way to 
construct alignment with the ongoing activity and vague, yet clear, 
affiliation with the author of the post.  

The current affordances of Facebook allow the communication on 
the site to be highly multimodal, including texts, photos, videos, 
hyperlinks, etc. In order to keep the focus of the study on verbal 
resources, only those tellings that were primarily text-based were 
considered. Moreover, whereas in face-to-face spoken interactions, the 
lexico-grammatical resources are necessarily accompanied by vocal and 
visible resources, on Facebook, users deploy various non-verbal signaling 
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cues, such as non-standard spelling and punctuation, emoji, kaomoji, 
stickers, GIFs, etc., whose functions, however, cannot be simplistically 
equated with those of vocal and non-verbal resources in spoken 
interactions. The non-verbal signaling cues do not operate as context-free 
markers. They play a crucial role in displaying and interpreting affective 
stances and creating affiliation; however, their specific interactional 
meanings and functions have to be interpreted in the particular contexts 
of their use. While I paid close attention to their use during the analysis, a 
systematic investigation into the concurrent deployment of resources 
from different modes of communication lies beyond the scope of the 
present paper. 

In the discussion below, I will refer to the status updaters as ‘tellers’ 
(T) and to the users commenting on the status updates as ‘(story) 
recipients’ (R). When referring to the tellers and the recipients together, I 
will use the term ‘co-participants.’ Because of the spatial constrains and 
the tendency of status updates consisting of tellings to be quite long, 
unless necessary for the explanation of the formal properties of the 
responding action format in question, the examples will present the 
tellings in the form of topical summaries. The free translation was done 
to convey the basic meaning and mirror the Japanese form as closely as 
possible. If the selected responding action was followed by the teller’s 
comment, it is included in the example as well. 

 
 

Findings 

Having analyzed the data, I identified several linguistic patterns which 
seemed to be recurrently employed by the story recipients to create 
affiliation with the tellers. In what follows, I will concentrate on four of 
the most common short responding action formats my data revealed, here 
referred to as: response cries, emphatic assessments, interpretive 
formulations, and ‘me-too’ stories. When used, they invariably occupied 
the first part of the responding moves that can be likened to the turn-
initial position in spoken conversational interaction, which has repeatedly 
been found to host “items that contribute to the non-transactional 
stratum of the talk” (McCarthy 2003, 38). Alone or in various 
combinations (also with other responding action formats employed to 
construct affiliation), they would either occupy the whole responding 
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move or act as emotive openers, followed by more transaction-oriented 
components. Especially in the case of complex or multiple tellings, the 
story recipients would often respond not to the tellings as a whole, but to 
some smaller bits of the tellings which triggered their attention, thereby 
resembling the listener behavior in the midst of the speaker’s extended 
turn-at-talk in spoken interactions. If multiple triggers were oriented 
toward, then various spatially and sequentially organized multiple 
responding moves would be included in a single post. 
 

 
Response Cries 

Arguably, the structurally least complex of the identified short 
responding action formats regularly used by young Japanese people when 
responding to tellings to achieve affiliation with the teller is the use of 
non-lexical vocalizations in the responding-move-initial position. Non-
lexical vocalizations, also referred to as primary interjections—such as 
he:!! in (1), e:!!?? in (2), oooo! in (3), or a, aa:, ho:, o?, uwa:::::!, waa:, uao!, 
and kya:::!, to mention only a few examples from the data—fulfill various 
functions depending on their specific realization and context of use. 
However, due to the structural contiguity, their non-standardized form 
and non-propositionality, they always seem to be deployed to perform 
a display of an affective stance as if spontaneous, cognitively unmediated, 
and experienced at the moment of their utterance. Put differently, 
exploiting iconicity, they are designed as the most immediate, urgent, and 
subjective reactions, suggestive of high emotive involvement with the 
telling and the teller. A group of various lexical objects, which can 
function as secondary interjections or exclamations, such as usso! or 
majide (both used, for instance, to display disbelief), can be used in 
a similar way, but are more conventionalized, less variable, and less 
common. 

As through the use of this responding action format, the story 
recipients—publicly and when clearly orienting to the teller—display 
their affective stance as if it was “a natural overflowing, a flooding up of 
… feeling, a bursting of normal restraints” (Goffman 1978, 800), the 
utterances produced in this way seem to bear the qualities of ‘response 
cries’ (Goffman 1978). They have highly performative character and, 
according to Heritage (2011, 174), who compared the various resources 
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used to facilitate “empathic moments in interaction,” “by not 
distinguishing between the report of the event and the event itself as the 
target of response, they can attain a closer degree of empathy with the 
reported experience than might otherwise be the case.” More specifically, 
depending on the nature of the telling they are used as a response to, they 
can construct affiliation by enacting a stance that mirrors that of the 
teller, showing empathy, or orienting toward the preference of the 
initiating action as, for instance, by displaying amazement in (1) and 
disbelief in (2).  
 

 
However, the response cries on their own are quite vague and thus, as 
examples (1)–(3) show, tend to be followed by more substantial verbal 
components. For example, in (1), the displayed affective stance is further 
co-constructed by an elongated assessment sugo:i!! (‘[that’s] amazing/ 
impressive!!’) and an emoticon categorized as ‘astonished.’ In (2), the 
speaker’s awareness of the response cry status of this responding action 
format is neatly illustrated by her quoting herself as blurting out an 
impulsive uso desho (‘that can’t be true/no way’) in the real time, upon 
first receiving the information. Interestingly, despite using this descriptive 
utterance, which clearly shows that she had already processed the 
information, she still preferred to preface her responding move with a 
direct response cry. In addition to these two components, she also used an 
exclamative sentence construction with an utterance-final nante—

(1)  T: [jokingly but with pride recounts about her DIY irrigation system 

made with kitchen paper] + [a photo of a plant with the system 

installed] 

 → R: へー！！すごーい！！  

   he : ! !  sugo:i!!  

   woow!! [that’s] amazing!!  

  T: ホントはヒモだったり、蓋に穴空けたペットボトルさしておく！とか
らしい キッチンペーパーはどんどん蒸発しちゃいそうだよね笑 

   honto wa himo dattari, futa ni ana aketa pettobotoru sashiteoku! toka 

rashii    kitchin pēpā wa dondon jōhatsu shichaisō da yo ne 笑 

   the truth is you’d normally use like a string or something and stick it 

through a hole in a plastic bottle cap! or something   it looks like the 

kitchen paper is soon going to disappear :D 
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described as “show[ing] surprise at a sudden apperception” and “add[ing 
the utterance] a touch of incredulity” (Martin 2004, 945)—and the above-
mentioned assessment sugoi! to construct her stance as ‘surprised’ and 
‘deeply impressed.’ 

 
(2)  T: [recounts about his ongoing very hard but rewarding mountain 

climbing adventure] + [a very short video showing him – equipped in 

professional-looking climbing gear – crossing a dangerously looking 

steep rocky slope] 

 → R: えー！！？？思わず噓でしょと、つぶやいてしまった。〇〇くん、こ
んなにハードな登山をしていたなんて。すごい！ 

   e:! !?? omowazu uso desho to, cubuyaite shimatta. [T’s name]kun, 

konna ni hādo na tozan o shiteita nante. sugoi! 
   whaat!!?? I couldn’t help blurting out an impulsive ‘no way’. [I had 

no idea that] you’re such a climber. [that’s] impressive! 

 
 
Emphatic Assessments 

A common way to receive a telling and show one’s appreciation for it is 
to offer an assessment (e.g., Jefferson 1978; Goodwin and Goodwin 1987). 
In the studied environment, one short responding action format seemed 
specialized for this function. As for its verbal components, its single 
obligatory element is an evaluative adjective—as in sugo:i!!/sugoi! in (1) 
and (2)—or a verb that can function as an evaluative expression—as in 
takasugiru! (‘[that’s] too expensive!’) or ukeru! (‘[that’s too] funny!’)—
acting as a predicate. This element can be pre-modified by a variety of 
forms working as intensifiers—as in yabai tanoshisō!! (‘[it] looks like a hell 
lot of fun!!’) or majide ukeru! (‘[that’s] freaking hilarious!’) in (4)—and, 
significantly, it is regularly post-modified by the interactional particle 
ne—as in the aforementioned ‘like button’ reaction options—and its 
variously elongated forms, as, for instance, in ii nee! (‘[that’s so] nice [isn’t 
it?]!’) in (3). 

The particle ne is probably the most multifunctional of the Japanese 
particles (see Saigo 2011 for a summary). Looking for its core meaning, 
Cook (1992, 507), for instance, argues that it “directly indexes affective 
common ground and indirectly indexes various conversational functions 
that require the addressee’s cooperation.” Subsequently, its frequent use 
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in the studied context can also be, at least in part, explained by referring 
to the theory of territory of information (Kamio 1997). By punctuating 
their assessments with the particle ne, the recipients claim that they are 
not so much expressing their own feeling states and opinions as that they 
are being receptive to and understanding of the teller’s affective stance 
and the recounted experience. By using this responding action format, the 
recipients emphatically affiliate with the teller and, as shown in (3), make 
the teller’s confirmation of the assessment as shared relevant. 

While in theory, proffering an assessment as a reaction to someone’s 
personal telling can be highly face-threatening, in Japanese conversation, 
as Fujii (2008, 360) asserts, such assessments typically function as 
“conversational offerings more than anything else,” working primarily as 
affiliative devices in social interaction rather than resources for self-
expression. Emphatic assessments are semantically much more specific 
than response cries and thus the recipients’ effort at affiliation is quite 
overt. Through assessments, the recipients “display an analysis of the 
particulars of what is being talked about” (Goodwin 1986, 210), thereby 
showing their interest in the telling and willingness to engage in the 
negotiation of its meaning and reciprocal affective stance displays. In (4), 
for instance, the recipient effectively matches the teller’s humorous 
stance and the two engage in friendly banter.  
 

(3)  T: [in a lively way recounts about the previous night which she spent 

with her girlfriends baking a gingerbread house] + [a photo of the 

finished product] 

 → R: おおおお！いいねえ！ 

   oooo! i i  nee! 
   ahhhh! [that ’s  so] nice [ isn ’t  it?] !  

  T: いやぁホントに楽しかったんだよ 笑いっぱなし  

   iyaa honto ni tanoshikatta n da yo   waraippanashi    

   yeah, it was really fun   we laughed all night 
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(4)  T: [in a form of a humorous self-mocking informing recounts about 

finally getting a smartphone] [see (6) for the full text] 

 → R: まじでウケるｗ 

Finally ur back to civilization!! 

   maji de ukeru w 
Finally ur back to civilization!! 

   [that ’s/you’re] fr icking hilarious :D 

Finally ur back to civilization!! 

  T: こら！バカにすんな！笑 

   kora! baka ni sunna! warai 

   hey! don’t make fun of me! :D 

 
Importantly, this responding action format exploits the Japanese language 
capacity for the ellipsis of topics and other arguments. Being able to leave 
these elements unexpressed means that the affect-laden evaluative 
predicate becomes the initial element in the utterance and can also 
become the initial element in the responding move. Consequently, not 
unlike the response cries, the emphatic assessments also use this position 
for conveying immediacy and spontaneity and the recipient’s wish to 
emphatically respond as early as possible. Indeed, as Tanaka (2016, 14), 
who studies agreements with assessments, suggests, “the selection of the 
predicate-initial construction with the assessment term positioned turn-
initially is an essential strategy in Japanese for maximizing affiliation.” As 
example (5) illustrates, the Japanese speakers actively exploit this 
position and the Japanese grammar. While the ii ne! (‘[that’s] great, isn’t 
it?’) used as the initial element in this response is formulated to fit the 
responding action format considered here, it is in fact only a part of a 
comparative construction. In effect, the speaker conveys that she is aware 
of the fact that she should say ii ne! in this situation and thereby 
emphatically affiliate with the teller, but she cannot quite do so because 
of feeling somewhat envious of him. 
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(5)  T: [recounts about meeting his child after being away for a while, and 

realizing that she now sleeps without waking up for a whole night] + 

[a photo of a sleeping baby] 

 → R: イイね！というより「いいなぁ…」のイイね！（笑） 

   ii ne! toiu jori “ii naa…” no ii ne! (warai) 
   [rather than] ii ne! [that’s great, isn’t it?] [I must say] ii ne! of an “ii 

naa…” [that’s great, but I envy you] kind :D  

 
 
Interpretive Formulations 

I refer to the following responding action format as the ‘interpretive 
formulation’ (cf. Heritage and Watson 1979) because it involves the 
recipient making a brief summary of the main points of the telling—often 
including the interpretation of the teller’s feelings and emotions—and 
concluding it by the sentence extender/nominalizer no (or its clitic form 
n) followed by the copula da/desu (which may be omitted in non-formal 
interactions) and the above-mentioned interactional particle ne, which is 
optional, but seldom omitted. There is much discussion regarding the 
functions of the no da/desu construction. For instance, according to 
Takatsu (1991, 175), who attempted to capture its core meaning in any 
context of its use, its two semantic components are: “In saying X, I am 
talking about something you know about” and “I assume you will 
understand why I say X now.” In addition, by nominalizing the predicate, 
the recipients present the contents of the nominalized utterance, i.e., their 
interpretation of the telling, as a static object available for further 
commentary or evaluation. The recipients may emotively comment on 
the interpretive formulations they have constructed themselves, as in (6), 
or, as exemplified in (7), leave them open for ratification by the teller in 
the next move. In either way, by establishing a common orientation, they 
make the teller’s response relevant.  
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(6)  T: ついに！！！ 

スマホ買いました～笑 

いや～、分かってましたけど使ってみるとめちゃめちゃ便利ですね
！ラインとか最高です！！ 

歩きスマホに注意します。 
   tsui ni!!! 

sumaho kaimashita: warai 

iya:, wakattemashita kedo tsukattemiru to mechamecha benri desu ne! 
LINE toka saikō desu!! 

arukisumaho ni wa chūi shimasu. 
   at long last!!! 

I’ve bought a smartphone! :D 

well, [of course] I knew it all the way, but it really is soooo 

convenient, right? things like LINE are just the best!! 

I’ll be careful when using the phone while walking. 

 → R: ついに！！！スマホデビューしたのね！！これは大ニュースだね[h

yperlink: tagging another Facebook friend] lol 

   tsui ni!!! sumaho debyū shita no ne!!  kore wa dainyūsu da ne 

[hyperlink: tagging another Facebook friend] lol 

   at long last!!! you made your smartphone debut [didn’t  

you?]!!  that’s huge news, isn’t it? [hyperlink: tagging another 

Facebook friend] lol [=laughing out loud] 

  T: 笑 もうアンテナ付き携帯からはおさらばです！ 

   warai   mō antenatsuki keitai kara osaraba desu! 

   :D   it’s time to bid the phones with antenna farewell for good! 

 
Because of actively working with the details of the telling in order to 
transform it into the form of an interpretive formulation, the recipients 
show their effort to attend to the teller’s need to be not only heard but 
also understood. In their interpretive formulations, the recipients may 
orient either to the action level of the telling, as demonstrated in (6), or 
to the affective level of the telling, as shown in (7). In both cases, it is a 
prerequisite that the recipients comprehend and match the teller’s general 
affective stance in their responding actions, designing them through the 
array of available resources as, for example, humorous or contemplative, 
illustrated in (6) and (7), respectively. In addition, because of involving 
the recipients overtly exhibiting their effort to comprehend and 
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conceptualize the teller’s affective stance and the significance of the 
telling, the interpretive formulations oriented to the affective level of the 
telling function as highly emphatic displays. Such displays of empathy are, 
as many researchers suggest, of vital importance to Japanese conversation, 
in the course of which the “addressees are required to be able to 
distinguish what the speaker is feeling rather than try to interpret his/her 
words” (Fujii 2008, 333). 
 

 
 
‘Me-too’ Stories 

A first person pronoun (or other means of the first person deixis) 
followed by the particle mo (‘also’) and a rephrasing of an affect-laden 
part of the preceding telling forms another short responding action 
format, which was found in my data to be repeatedly used to construct 

(7)  T: 今月、3日間だけ実家に帰っておりました！ 

海外と〇〇から姉二人が帰ってきており、5、6年？ぶりに家族5人
が揃いました（^^） 

[…] [recounts about his time with family and his cat passing away] 

とても感慨深く、記憶に残る3日間でした：） 

   Kongetsu, 3kakan dake jikka ni kaetteorimashita! 

Kaigai to [a city name] kara ane futari ga kaettekiteori, 5, 6 nen? 
buri ni kazoku 5nin ga soroimashita (^^) 

[…]  
Totemo kangaibukaku, kioku ni nokoru 3kakan deshita :) 

   This month, I visited my parent’s house for just 3 days! 

My two sisters, one now living abroad and the other in [a city 

name], were just visiting, too, making it the first time in 5, 6? years 

that all 5 members of the family met (^^) 

[…] 

It was very emotional and memorable 3 days :) 

 → R: とても大切な3日間を過ごされたのですね。 

   totemo taisetsu na 3kakan o sugosareta no desu ne.  

   You got to spend 3 very precious days, didn’t you? 

  T: そうですね！ いろいろと考えさせられました^^ 

   Sō desu ne!  Iroiro to kangaesaseraremashita^^ 
   Yes, you are right! It made me think a lot ^^ 
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affiliation. By using this responding action format, the story recipients 
show (rather than solely claim) their understanding of the telling and the 
teller’s affective stance by asserting that they have comparable experience 
or endorse the same affective stance as the teller. This format allows the 
recipients to explicitly position themselves as subjects (agents and 
experiencers) of the activities and emotional states, which in the 
preceding telling belonged to the world of the teller. The affiliative 
function of these brief ‘me-too’ stories is often further reinforced by 
much structural parallelism, lexical recycling, and paraphrasing, as well as 
by various other resources—such as mental verbs (especially wakaru, ‘[I] 
understand’) and overt agreements with the assessments made in the 
telling—combined in one responding move. Moreover, this format may 
also be used as a mere preface to a more substantial second story (e.g., 
Sacks 1992, 3–16), also referred to as a response story (Norrick 2000), 
which evokes mirroring affective dimensions and involves the (original) 
story recipients acting as characters in analogous roles as the (original) 
tellers in their tellings.  

In (8), the teller uses a long and rather complex telling to recount 
about her experience in the mountains and convey that she has become 
enchanted by mountain climbing and mountains in general. The recipient 
R1 initiates her responding move by a ‘me-too’ story, which bears striking 
structural and semantic resemblance to the teller’s claim ima 
monosugoku yamanobori ni miserareteiru (‘I’m now absolutely enchanted 
by mountain climbing’) as it is constructed by substituting the words ima 
(‘now’) for saikin (‘recently’), monosugoku for sugoku (derived from the 
same adjective and functioning as intensifiers translatable as 
‘very/extremely/totally’), yamanobori (‘mountain climbing’) for yama 
(‘mountains’), and miserareteiru (‘[I’m] enchanted’) for suki (‘[I] love’). 
Subsequently, she explicitly states that she understands the teller’s 
affective stance by using the verb wakaru (‘[I] understand’) intensified by 
the adverb monosugoku, previously used by the teller. The recipient R2 
initiates his responding move by producing a repetitional agreement, 
yama wa yoi ne (‘mountains are great, right?’), with the assessment made 
by the teller at one point in the telling, yama wa ii naa (‘mountains are 
great’), but also conveyed through the entire telling. In a similar manner 
as R1, he further offers a ‘me-too’ story and an explicit lexico-
semantically achieved claim at understanding the teller’s affective stance. 
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In both cases, the teller responds to the comments made by the recipients 
in such a way so as to further reinforce the established sense of sharedness 
and closeness. 
 

(8)  T: 先ほど父親から電話がきて 

「明日〇〇行くから来るか？」と。 

[…] [recounts about her respect for her father who does a lot of 

mountain climbing] 

山はいいなあ。本当に。 

[…] [recounts about her experience in the mountains she visited 

with her father a week earlier] 

今ものすごく山登りに魅せられている。 

[…] [recounts about her resolutions and hopes with regard 

climbing] 

週末天気好い日が続きますように！ 

   saki hodo chichioya kara denwa ga kite  

“ashita [a name of a mountain range] iku kara kuru ka?” to.  
[…]  

yama wa ii naa. hontō ni. 
[…]  

ima monosugoku yamanobori ni miserareteiru. 
[…]  

shūmatsu tenkiyoi hi ga tsuzukimasu yō ni! 
   I got a phone call from my father a moment ago and he was like  

“I’m going to [a name of a mountain range] tomorrow, will you 

come along?” 

[…] 

mountains are great. like seriously. 

[…] 

I’m now absolutely enchanted by mountain climbing.   

[…] 

I hope good weather days will continue over the weekend! 

 → R1: わたしも最近すごく山が好き！ 

魅せられているっていう表現ものすごく分かる！！ 

   watashi mo saikin sugoku yama ga suki!  
miserareteiru tteiu hyōgen mo monosugoku wakaru!! 
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   me too, I ’m also total ly in love with mountains these 

days!  

I also absolutely understand what you mean by saying that you’re 

enchanted!! 

  T: 〇〇も好きなのね！ 

山はいいよね～達成感もあるしわくわくが止まらない！ 

   [R1’s name] mo suki na no ne! 

yama wa ii yo ne: tasseikan mo aru shi wakuwaku ga tomaranai! 

   so you [R1’s name] love mountains, too! 

mountains are great, right? you get the sense of accomplishment 

and the feeling of being thrilled never stops! 

  

→ 

 

R2: 山は良いね。 

僕も〇〇の山々がすきだよ。 

魅せられる気持ちは、良く分かるよ。 

   yama wa yoi ne. 

boku mo [a name of a mountainous region] no 
yamayama ga suki da yo. 

miserareru kimochi wa, yoku wakaru yo. 
   mountains are great, right? 

me too, I  love the mountains in [a name of a 

mountainous region] .  

I understand well the feeling of being enchanted [by them].  

  T: 〇〇！ 

魅せられるよね、、、せっかく今〇〇住んでるから、今度〇〇に
行ってみる！ 

   [R2’s name]! 

miserareru yo ne,,, sekkaku ima [a name of a town in a 

mountainous region] sunderu kara, kondo [a name of a mountain 

range] ni ittemiru! 

   [R2’s name]! 

[they] make you feel enchanted, right?,,, since I’m now living in [a 

name of a town in a mountainous region], next time I’ll go to [a 

name of a mountain range]! 
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Conclusion 

In the present study four short responding action formats commonly 
employed by young Japanese people to achieve affiliation in responding 
actions to tellings on Facebook were identified and described as: response 
cries, emphatic assessments, interpretive formulations, and ‘me-too’ 
stories. In doing so, the study contributes to the body of research on the 
conversational patterns in Japanese talk-in-interaction, as they are born 
out of the social and interactional needs of the co-participants in 
interaction, the specific features of the Japanese language, and the 
environment. On a more general level, the study also contributes to the 
research on affiliation in talk-in-interaction and verbal interaction on 
Facebook. In addition, owing to the fact that the discussed data come 
from an environment where the interaction is typically not spontaneous 
and hence the co-participants have time to consider the form of their 
responses, the performative, strategic, and intersubjective nature of 
affective stance display was emphasized. As the study is of an exploratory 
nature, its findings can be developed in a number of ways, for instance, by 
determining and analyzing other responding action formats and 
investigating the complex interplay of multimodal resources, rather than 
limiting the scope of the research to the verbal ones.  
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